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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

ROSA GIBSON,                  )
                              )
          Petitioner,         )
                              )
v.                            )  CASE NO. 92-1673
                              )
ACT CORPORATION,              )
                              )
          Respondent.         )
______________________________)
LILLIAN BROWN,                )
                              )
          Petitioner,         )
                              )
v.                            )  CASE NO. 92-1692
                              )
ACT CORPORATION,              )
                              )
          Respondent.         )
______________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, a formal hearing was held in this case on December 10,
1992, and on January 19, 1993, in New Smyrna Beach, Florida, before the Division
of Administrative Hearings, by its designated Hearing Officer, Diane K.
Kiesling.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner Gibson:  Rosa Gibson, Pro Se
                             1129 Hillcrest Drive
                             Daytona Beach, Florida 32117

     For Petitioner Brown:   Reginald E. Moore
                             Attorney at Law
                             Post Office Box 1848
                             Daytona Beach, Florida 32015

     For Respondent:         Mitchell A. Gordon
                             Attorney at Law
                             Post Office Drawer 9670
                             Daytona Beach, Florida 32120

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     The ultimate issues are whether ACT Corporation (ACT) engaged in unlawful
employment practices by discriminating against Petitioners Rosa Gibson (Gibson)
or Lillian Brown (Brown) on account of race.  More specifically, both
Petitioners allege that they were terminated based on race.



                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     Petitioners presented the testimony of Myra Morris, Kenneth Polite, Betty
Ivey, Bobby L. Bradley, Jr., Rosa Gibson, and Lillian C. Brown.  Petitioners
each had one exhibit admitted into evidence.

     Respondent presented the testimony of  Mentho Saafir, Karen J. Schuman,
Donna Dooley, Rosario M. Rizzo, Sr., Darlene Hasenkamp, Elizabeth Ann Turley,
and Carolyn Fleming.  Respondent offered no exhibits.

     Both Petitioners testified on rebuttal.

     The parties agreed that proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
were to be filed  twenty (20) days following the filing of the transcript.  The
transcript was filed on February 11, 1993.  ACT advised in writing that it was
waiving its opportunity to file a proposed order.  Petitioners failed to timely
file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.  Therefore, no proposed
findings of fact have been considered and no specific rulings are necessary.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  ACT Corporation is a comprehensive community mental health provider.
In 1989, it had five major clinical departments and employed approximately 500
people, of whom 24% were minority employees and 18% were black.

     2.  One of the clinical departments includes two residential facilities for
mentally ill clients, Big Pine and Big Tree.  The Petitioners herein have been
employed at both facilities, but were on the staff of Big Tree at the time of
their terminations.

     3.  Brown began working for ACT on September 14, 1982.  She worked at
several different facilities, but was working at Big Pine in 1987 as a
Residential Specialist or Residential Advisor (RA) under the immediate
supervision of the house manager, Myra Morris, who is black.

     4.  Gibson began working for ACT in November, 1987, as Residential
Specialist or Residential Advisor (RA) at Big Pine under Morris.

     5.  Gibson was often tardy for work and Morris counseled with her about the
problem.  During one discussion between Morris and Gibson about tardiness,
Gibson became haughty and verbally aggressive toward Morris.  Morris would have
terminated Gibson for this aggression, but she knew Gibson needed the job.
Instead, Morris had Gibson transferred to Big Tree.

     6.  In early 1988, Morris was transferred to another position with ACT.
She was replaced as house manager by Kenneth Polite, a black employee.  Brown
continued as an RA at Big Pine.

     7.  Brown was transferred to Big Tree and promoted to House Manager on
September 30, 1988.  Gibson continued as an RA at Big Tree under Brown.

     8.  In January, 1989, Ann Turley became the Clinical Administrator for
Adult Services and the immediate supervisor over both facilities.  Brown was
still on probation in the House Manager position because Turley's supervisor,
Chris Kennedy, had extended Brown's probation.  The extension resulted from
Brown's poor performance, including poor follow through on assignments,



incorrect preparation of reports and paperwork, inability to communicate
effectively, and inability to conceptually grasp and carry out programs.

     9.  Turley kept Brown on in the House Manager position despite the poor
performance because Brown told her that Kennedy and she just did not understand
all that Brown was doing.  Turley told Brown to keep a written record to show
what she was doing.

     10.  In July, 1989, Polite left employment with ACT.  Turley made some
organizational changes at that time.  ACT and her department needed to come up
with $100,000 in revenue or in expense reduction.  Turley made the decision to
cut back one staff person at Big Pine.  The position of house manager at Big
Pine was eliminated.  The two facilities were reorganized to have a Team Leader
at Big Pine and a Residential Coordinator at Big Tree.  Turley told Brown of
these changes before they were announced.  Brown was promoted to the Residential
Coordinator position.

     11.  Donna Dooley, a white employee was made Team Leader at Big Pine.  She
received a 5% raise, not a raise to the salary level of House Manager.  Turley
made the selection for Team Leader from the five eligible employees remaining at
Big Pine.  All five had been employed at ACT by Turley's predecessor.  Turley
examined the personnel files of the five employees, including performance
evaluations.  The employee with the best evaluation, within the most recent
evaluations made by Polite, was Dooley.  Polite noted in her evaluation that
Dooley had filled in for him and had done a good job at it and that the other
staff at Big Pine came to Dooley for leadership and advice.

     12.  Turley's decision was poorly received by some of the staff.  Polite
had wanted the house manager position to go to his roommate, a black employee.
Other staff thought the position should have been awarded based on seniority.
Staff from the various facilities of ACT asked Turley by letter to meet with
them to discuss the position.

     13.  Turley met with the staff, but no real discussion occurred.  The staff
in attendance was racially mixed.  Individual staff members, including Gibson,
verbally attacked Turley because they failed to understand that the house
manager position had been eliminated and that the Team Leader position was not
its equivalent.  Turley was quite emotionally upset about the hostile tone
displayed at the meeting.

     14.  She was also concerned that Brown had signed the staffs' letter
requesting a meeting and had attended the meeting, because Brown was a
supervisor and not a member of the supporting staff.  Brown also had been told
before anyone else the reasons for the reorganization and she knew that she was
being promoted to Residential Coordinator.

     15.  Turley had made the decision to promote Brown as Residential
Coordinator because the reorganization had to go through and Brown's duties
would not change that dramatically.  The Residential Coordinator would work
closely with the Team Leader to organize and coordinate the operation of both
facilities.  The position of House Manager ceased to exist at either facility.

     16.  Brown's inadequate performance continued while she was on probation as
Residential Coordinator.  The same problems were apparent and some new ones
arose.  One significant problem was in Brown's supervision and discipline of
Gibson.  Gibson was repeatedly late for work and she brought her child to work
with her.  Brown was told by Turley to take certain corrective and disciplinary



actions with Gibson, but she failed to do so.  Gibson also was rude to a case
manager at medication clinic (med clinic), refused to get a client's chart for a
case worker, and repeatedly yelled at, demeaned and was uncooperative with the
staff at med clinic.  Turley instructed Brown to give a counseling statement to
Gibson for this behavior, but again Brown did not do so.

     17.  Because of Brown's lack of appropriate job performance, Turley demoted
her from Residential Coordinator to Residential Advisor at Big Tree on September
7, 1989.  Turley assumed Brown's job duties temporarily.  Brown and Gibson were
very upset over this demotion.  The evidence taken as a whole shows that Brown
and Gibson developed an "us versus them" attitude which significantly interfered
with their job performance thereafter.

     18.  After Brown's demotion, Turley discovered a new fiscal problem.  One
option for addressing the problem was to change Big Tree from a level two to a
level one facility.  That change would require a change in staffing patterns
such that licensed practical nurses would be required around the clock and a
registered nurse as the supervisor of the LPNs.  Turley rewrote the job
description for the Residential Coordinator position to require a registered
nurse's license.

     19.  In October, 1989, Darlene Hasenkamp, who is white, was hired as the
Residential Coordinator because she was an RN and had experience with mentally
ill patient care.  As Residential Coordinator, Hasenkamp supervised all staff at
both Big Tree and Big Pine.  Donna Dooley, the Team Leader at Big Pine was the
person immediately below Hasenkamp in the supervisory chain.  While the staff at
Big Tree were not immediately responsible to Dooley, Dooley did have some
supervisory responsibilities over the staff at both facilities when Hasenkamp
was not there.

     20.  Brown and Gibson did not like working for Hasenkamp or Dooley.  Both
were subtly resistant and uncooperative with Hasenkamp and Dooley.  Mentho
Saafir is another black Residential Advisor with ACT.  Her observation is that
Brown and Gibson were part of a small tight group of black employees.  The group
got mad because Dooley was made Team Leader.  Then when Brown was demoted and
Hasenkamp was hired, they became openly oppositional to any encounter with
Dooley.  Gibson was especially hostile and uncooperative with Dooley.

     21.  On a Saturday during November, 1989, Dooley and Hasenkamp were both
off work, but they were on call for their respective facilities.  A client at
Big Pine was suicidal.  The one staff person working at Big Pine was managing
the client and called Dooley for assistance in getting the van and transporting
the client to the hospital.  The van was parked at Big Tree because Big Tree
always had two staff persons on duty and Big Pine only had one.  Therefore in an
emergency, one staff person could leave Big Tree to take the van to Big Pine to
assist.

     22.  Dooley was at home and called Big Tree to get the van delivered to Big
Pine.  Gibson answered the telephone at Big Tree.  She was evasive and refused
to answer Dooley's questions about who was working at Big Tree and where that
person was.  Dooley told Gibson that she needed the van for a suicidal client.
Gibson kept saying that her coworker wasn't there and finally told Dooley that
if she needed the van "I suggest you come and get it yourself."  After much
pressing by Dooley, Gibson acknowledged that her coworker was Brown and Brown
was not there.



     23.  Dooley called Hasenkamp and explained the problem and described
Gibson's evasiveness and lack of cooperation.  Hasenkamp told Dooley to meet her
at Big Tree.  When Dooley arrived at Big Tree, Hasenkamp was discussing with
Gibson her rude and uncooperative behavior toward Dooley on the telephone.  As
Dooley walked in to Big Tree, Gibson jumped up, leaned over the desk and shouted
that Dooley was not her supervisor and she did not have to report (or listen) to
Dooley.

     24.  In order to avoid a confrontation and to get the van to the client in
need, Hasenkamp told Dooley to take the van.  Dooley left.  Hasenkamp sat down
and waited for Brown to return to work.  When Brown came in 45 minutes later,
she had a bag of fast food.  Hasenkamp asked where she had been and Brown
advised that she had been getting breakfast.  Brown said she had only been gone
25 to 30 minutes.  Hasenkamp told Brown that it was against normal procedures to
leave like that while on duty.  Brown simply said she didn't know that.

     25.  Hasenkamp then took Brown to Big Pine to relieve Dooley who was there
alone, having sent the staff person in the van with the client.  On the way,
Hasenkamp stopped at her home and at her mother's home.  When they arrived at
Big Pine, Hasenkamp's briefcase fell open to reveal a counseling statement to
Brown regarding some furniture, however, that counseling statement was
administered at a later time.

     26.  The counseling statement about the furniture arose from Hasenkamp's
direct instructions to Brown to inspect some furniture that was to be delivered
before signing the invoice.  Brown did not inspect the furniture, but did sign
the invoice.  When the furniture was finally inspected by Hasenkamp, a tear was
discovered in one chair.  Brown claimed that she had told the maintenance man to
look at the furniture, but that was contrary to Hasenkamp's direct instruction.
Brown was "written up" for this failure to carry out her supervisor's
instructions.

     27.  Brown and Gibson were also written up for the incident regarding the
van.

     28.  Gibson was also written up regarding another matter.  Hasenkamp had
sent a memo to all of the staff about eating pastry in the office.  She
instructed all staff to initial and sign-off on the memo by a certain date.
Everyone signed the memo except Gibson, who refused.  The time for signing the
memo passed, but rather than write Gibson up for failing to carry out her
instructions, Hasenkamp called Gibson to find out why she had not signed the
memo.  Gibson was off work at the time and Hasenkamp called her at home.  Gibson
was extremely rude, told Hasenkamp that she had no business bothering her at
home, and refused to discuss the memo.  Gibson gave Hasenkamp no choice except
to write her up again.

     29.  On December 12, 1989, at approximately 4:00 p.m., Hasenkamp and Dooley
drove up to Big Tree.  Dooley went in for Hasenkamp because Hasenkamp was on
crutches.  Brown came outside to the car and told Hasenkamp she needed to come
inside regarding a problem.  Dooley and Hasenkamp observed Gibson holding and
comforting a client, Janice, who was suffering a locked jaw and an extremely
painful muscular reaction as a side effect of her psychotropic medication.  The
patient had to have been in severe discomfort for a couple of hours.  The side
effects are counteracted by another medication, Cogentin.  It was obvious to
Hasenkamp that the client needed emergency medical care.



     30.  Hasenkamp asked if the client had been given her Cogentin.  The
Cogentin is to be given every day at 9:00 p.m., so Hasenkamp asked to see the
medication records from December 11, 1989, to see whether the client had
received her Cogentin.  Gibson and Brown were the staff people for the 4 to 12
p.m. shift on both December 11 and 12, 1989.  Hasenkamp asked Gibson if she had
given the client the Cogentin on December 11th.  Gibson said yes.  Hasenkamp
then looked at the medication records and found that no one had initialed to
show that they had given the Cogentin on December 11th.  Hasenkamp again asked
Gibson, but when Gibson was shown the unsigned medication record, she admitted
that she did not know if she had given the medication.

     31.  Hasenkamp sent Gibson to take the client to the emergency room.  The
client was given an injection of Cogentin.  When Gibson asked Hasenkamp if she
should give the December 12th dose of Cogentin to the client, Hasenkamp told her
no, because the injection would serve in place of the dose.  Hasenkamp told
Gibson to initial the medication record for December 12th to show that Cogentin
was given.

     32.  Hasenkamp also instructed Brown to hold the client back from work the
next morning and to make sure the client was sent to med clinic so that the
psychiatrist could review and adjust her medications.

     33.  The next morning, December 13, 1989, Hasenkamp arrived at Big Tree
just as the van was leaving with clients for med clinic.  She flagged down the
van and asked the driver, Rosario Rizzo, if that client, Janice, was on the van.
Rizzo said "no" because no one had told him to take that client.  Hasenkamp told
Rizzo what had happened the night before, because Rizzo is a nurse.  She then
sent Rizzo to find the client and take her to med clinic.

     34.  When Rizzo had arrived that morning, he went to the office and spoke
with Brown and Nadine Banning.  Banning was the person who had been on duty from
midnight to 8:00 a.m.  He personally asked Brown and Banning who was scheduled
to go to med clinic.  Brown read him the names off of a list, but did not
mention Janice.  At Hasenkamp's instructions, Rizzo found Janice at the bus
stop, waiting to go to work.  He took her to med clinic.

     35.  When Hasenkamp went into Big Tree, she immediately asked Brown why she
had failed to hold Janice and send her to med clinic.  Brown's only reply was
"It doesn't matter anyway because the psychiatrist won't see Janice without an
appointment."

     36.  Hasenkamp then went to look at the medication records for Janice and
discovered that Gibson had gone back and filled in her initials to show that she
had given the missed dose of Cogentin to Janice on December 11th.  When
Hasenkamp asked Gibson about this, Gibson told her that she remembered that she
had given the medication on the 11th.  In fact, it is not possible for the
client to have had such a severe side effect reaction on December 12th if she
had been given her medication on the 11th.

     37.  Hasenkamp determined that Gibson and Brown had endangered the safety
and health of a client and had failed to follow her direct instructions, because
Gibson did not properly given the medication and Brown did not hold Janice for
med clinic.  Gibson's late "memory" that she had given the medication further
undermined her confidence in Gibson.  She felt she could no longer trust their
judgment and could no longer entrust the care of patients to them.



     38.  Hasenkamp recommended that both be terminated.  Turley took that
recommendation and did an investigation.  From that investigation, she
determined that they had, in fact, endangered the client.  Specifically, Turley
found that Gibson had failed to ensure that the medication was taken and had
then tried to cover up that failure and that Brown had failed to get the client
to med clinic as instructed.  Turley terminated Brown and Gibson on December 14,
1989.

     39.  The reason given to each in the letter of termination was
"insubordination."  This reason was given in writing because the personnel
director of ACT recommended that they not say "endangerment of a client's health
and safety" for liability reasons.

     40.  Both Gibson and Brown filed a grievance with ACT's affirmative action
officer, Carolyn Fleming, a black employee.  Fleming did an extensive
investigation of all of Gibson's and Brown's allegations of harassment and
termination based on racial discrimination.  Fleming determined that there was
no racial discrimination in ACT's actions.

     41.  Based on an observation of the candor and demeanor of all the
witnesses and on a review of the contradictions in the testimony, it is
determined that the testimony of Brown and Gibson is less credible than that of
the witnesses for ACT.  Both Brown and Gibson gave testimony that was calculated
to show them in the best light.  While it is not determined that their testimony
was untrue, it is found that their memories of these events are skewed so as to
diminish the severity of their failures.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     42.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction of the
parties to and subject matter of these proceedings.  Section 120.57(1), Florida
Statutes.

     43.  This action is brought pursuant to the Florida Human Rights Act of
1977, Section 760.01-.10, Florida Statutes.  Specifically, Gibson and Brown are
claiming that by terminating them, ACT Corporation engaged in the unlawful
employment practice of discrimination against them on account of race.

     44.  The applicable model of proof in such discrimination cases is that
outlined in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 36 L.Ed.2d 668
(1973), and Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 67
L.Ed.2d 207 (1981).  That model of proof is stated as follows:

          First, the plaintiff has the burden of proving
          by the preponderance of the evidence a prima
          facie case of discrimination.  Second, if the
          plaintiff succeeds in proving a prima facie
          case, the burden shifts to the defendant "to
          articulate some legitimate nondiscriminatory
          reason for the employee's rejection." . . .
          Third, should the defendant carry this burden,
          the plaintiff must then have an opportunity to
          prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
          the legitimate reasons offered by the
          defendant were not its true reasons, but were
          a pretext for discrimination.



Burdine, supra, 450 U.S. at 252-3.

     45.  Here, the most basic of prima facie cases has been shown in that
Gibson and Brown are black and they were terminated.  While such a weak showing
may not be sufficient to meet the requisite standard, it is not the central
issue herein.

     46.  ACT has clearly articulated legitimate, non-discriminatory reasons for
the terminations.  The history of problems with Gibson's performance and
attitude, capped off by her endangerment of a client, are sufficient to justify
ACT's decision to terminate.  Similarly, Brown's failure or inability to perform
the job requirements, while insufficient in and of itself to justify
termination, together with the final inactions which endangered the safety of a
client, are legitimate reasons for termination.

     47.  There was simply no credible testimony or other evidence to show any
racial motivation for the terminations.  Additionally, the only suggestion of
pretext can be found in the statements in the termination letters that the
terminations were for "insubordination."  While it is not entirely clear that
the actions which resulted in termination were purely acts of insubordination,
the explanation given by ACT for not stating in writing that Gibson and Brown
had endangered the safety of a patient is legitimate.  That explanation is
accepted as credible.

     48.  There being no evidence that the legitimate non-discriminatory reasons
for the terminations were pretexts for discrimination, it is concluded that
Gibson and Brown, the Petitioners herein, have failed to carry the burden of
proving racial discrimination.  The Petitions for Relief should be dismissed.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is

     RECOMMENDED that the Petitions for Relief filed by Rosa Gibson and Lillian
Brown be DENIED and DISMISSED.

     DONE and ENTERED this 2nd day of April, 1993, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                              ___________________________________
                              DIANE K. KIESLING
                              Hearing Officer
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              The DeSoto Building
                              1230 Apalachee Parkway
                              Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1550
                              (904) 488-9675

                              Filed with the Clerk of the
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              this 2nd day of April, 1992.



COPIES FURNISHED:

Dana Baird, General Counsel
Florida Commission on
  Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, FL  32303-4149

Margaret Jones, Clerk
Florida Commission on
  Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, FL  32303-4149

Rosa Gibson
1129 Hillcrest Drive
Daytona Beach, FL  32117

Reginald E. Moore
Attorney at Law
Post Office Box 1848
Daytona Beach, FL  32015

Mitchell A. Gordon
Attorney at Law
Post Office Drawer 9670
Daytona Beach, FL  32120

                  NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least 10 days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the final
order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this case.
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

ROSA GIBSON,                  )
                              )
          Petitioner,         )
                              )
v.                            )  CASE NO. 92-1673
                              )
ACT CORPORATION,              )
                              )
          Respondent.         )
______________________________)
LILLIAN BROWN,                )
                              )
          Petitioner,         )
                              )
v.                            )  CASE NO. 92-1692
                              )
ACT CORPORATION,              )
                              )
          Respondent.         )
______________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, a formal hearing was held in this case on December 10,
1992, and on January 19, 1993, in New Smyrna Beach, Florida, before the Division
of Administrative Hearings, by its designated Hearing Officer, Diane K.
Kiesling.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner Gibson:  Rosa Gibson, Pro Se
                             1129 Hillcrest Drive
                             Daytona Beach, Florida 32117

     For Petitioner Brown:   Reginald E. Moore
                             Attorney at Law
                             Post Office Box 1848
                             Daytona Beach, Florida 32015

     For Respondent:         Mitchell A. Gordon
                             Attorney at Law
                             Post Office Drawer 9670
                             Daytona Beach, Florida 32120

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

     The ultimate issues are whether ACT Corporation (ACT) engaged in unlawful
employment practices by discriminating against Petitioners Rosa Gibson (Gibson)
or Lillian Brown (Brown) on account of race.  More specifically, both
Petitioners allege that they were terminated based on race.



                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     Petitioners presented the testimony of Myra Morris, Kenneth Polite, Betty
Ivey, Bobby L. Bradley, Jr., Rosa Gibson, and Lillian C. Brown.  Petitioners
each had one exhibit admitted into evidence.

     Respondent presented the testimony of  Mentho Saafir, Karen J. Schuman,
Donna Dooley, Rosario M. Rizzo, Sr., Darlene Hasenkamp, Elizabeth Ann Turley,
and Carolyn Fleming.  Respondent offered no exhibits.

     Both Petitioners testified on rebuttal.

     The parties agreed that proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
were to be filed  twenty (20) days following the filing of the transcript.  The
transcript was filed on February 11, 1993.  ACT advised in writing that it was
waiving its opportunity to file a proposed order.  Petitioners failed to timely
file proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.  Therefore, no proposed
findings of fact have been considered and no specific rulings are necessary.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  ACT Corporation is a comprehensive community mental health provider.
In 1989, it had five major clinical departments and employed approximately 500
people, of whom 24% were minority employees and 18% were black.

     2.  One of the clinical departments includes two residential facilities for
mentally ill clients, Big Pine and Big Tree.  The Petitioners herein have been
employed at both facilities, but were on the staff of Big Tree at the time of
their terminations.

     3.  Brown began working for ACT on September 14, 1982.  She worked at
several different facilities, but was working at Big Pine in 1987 as a
Residential Specialist or Residential Advisor (RA) under the immediate
supervision of the house manager, Myra Morris, who is black.

     4.  Gibson began working for ACT in November, 1987, as Residential
Specialist or Residential Advisor (RA) at Big Pine under Morris.

     5.  Gibson was often tardy for work and Morris counseled with her about the
problem.  During one discussion between Morris and Gibson about tardiness,
Gibson became haughty and verbally aggressive toward Morris.  Morris would have
terminated Gibson for this aggression, but she knew Gibson needed the job.
Instead, Morris had Gibson transferred to Big Tree.

     6.  In early 1988, Morris was transferred to another position with ACT.
She was replaced as house manager by Kenneth Polite, a black employee.  Brown
continued as an RA at Big Pine.

     7.  Brown was transferred to Big Tree and promoted to House Manager on
September 30, 1988.  Gibson continued as an RA at Big Tree under Brown.

     8.  In January, 1989, Ann Turley became the Clinical Administrator for
Adult Services and the immediate supervisor over both facilities.  Brown was
still on probation in the House Manager position because Turley's supervisor,
Chris Kennedy, had extended Brown's probation.  The extension resulted from
Brown's poor performance, including poor follow through on assignments,



incorrect preparation of reports and paperwork, inability to communicate
effectively, and inability to conceptually grasp and carry out programs.

     9.  Turley kept Brown on in the House Manager position despite the poor
performance because Brown told her that Kennedy and she just did not understand
all that Brown was doing.  Turley told Brown to keep a written record to show
what she was doing.

     10.  In July, 1989, Polite left employment with ACT.  Turley made some
organizational changes at that time.  ACT and her department needed to come up
with $100,000 in revenue or in expense reduction.  Turley made the decision to
cut back one staff person at Big Pine.  The position of house manager at Big
Pine was eliminated.  The two facilities were reorganized to have a Team Leader
at Big Pine and a Residential Coordinator at Big Tree.  Turley told Brown of
these changes before they were announced.  Brown was promoted to the Residential
Coordinator position.

     11.  Donna Dooley, a white employee was made Team Leader at Big Pine.  She
received a 5% raise, not a raise to the salary level of House Manager.  Turley
made the selection for Team Leader from the five eligible employees remaining at
Big Pine.  All five had been employed at ACT by Turley's predecessor.  Turley
examined the personnel files of the five employees, including performance
evaluations.  The employee with the best evaluation, within the most recent
evaluations made by Polite, was Dooley.  Polite noted in her evaluation that
Dooley had filled in for him and had done a good job at it and that the other
staff at Big Pine came to Dooley for leadership and advice.

     12.  Turley's decision was poorly received by some of the staff.  Polite
had wanted the house manager position to go to his roommate, a black employee.
Other staff thought the position should have been awarded based on seniority.
Staff from the various facilities of ACT asked Turley by letter to meet with
them to discuss the position.

     13.  Turley met with the staff, but no real discussion occurred.  The staff
in attendance was racially mixed.  Individual staff members, including Gibson,
verbally attacked Turley because they failed to understand that the house
manager position had been eliminated and that the Team Leader position was not
its equivalent.  Turley was quite emotionally upset about the hostile tone
displayed at the meeting.

     14.  She was also concerned that Brown had signed the staffs' letter
requesting a meeting and had attended the meeting, because Brown was a
supervisor and not a member of the supporting staff.  Brown also had been told
before anyone else the reasons for the reorganization and she knew that she was
being promoted to Residential Coordinator.

     15.  Turley had made the decision to promote Brown as Residential
Coordinator because the reorganization had to go through and Brown's duties
would not change that dramatically.  The Residential Coordinator would work
closely with the Team Leader to organize and coordinate the operation of both
facilities.  The position of House Manager ceased to exist at either facility.

     16.  Brown's inadequate performance continued while she was on probation as
Residential Coordinator.  The same problems were apparent and some new ones
arose.  One significant problem was in Brown's supervision and discipline of
Gibson.  Gibson was repeatedly late for work and she brought her child to work
with her.  Brown was told by Turley to take certain corrective and disciplinary



actions with Gibson, but she failed to do so.  Gibson also was rude to a case
manager at medication clinic (med clinic), refused to get a client's chart for a
case worker, and repeatedly yelled at, demeaned and was uncooperative with the
staff at med clinic.  Turley instructed Brown to give a counseling statement to
Gibson for this behavior, but again Brown did not do so.

     17.  Because of Brown's lack of appropriate job performance, Turley demoted
her from Residential Coordinator to Residential Advisor at Big Tree on September
7, 1989.  Turley assumed Brown's job duties temporarily.  Brown and Gibson were
very upset over this demotion.  The evidence taken as a whole shows that Brown
and Gibson developed an "us versus them" attitude which significantly interfered
with their job performance thereafter.

     18.  After Brown's demotion, Turley discovered a new fiscal problem.  One
option for addressing the problem was to change Big Tree from a level two to a
level one facility.  That change would require a change in staffing patterns
such that licensed practical nurses would be required around the clock and a
registered nurse as the supervisor of the LPNs.  Turley rewrote the job
description for the Residential Coordinator position to require a registered
nurse's license.

     19.  In October, 1989, Darlene Hasenkamp, who is white, was hired as the
Residential Coordinator because she was an RN and had experience with mentally
ill patient care.  As Residential Coordinator, Hasenkamp supervised all staff at
both Big Tree and Big Pine.  Donna Dooley, the Team Leader at Big Pine was the
person immediately below Hasenkamp in the supervisory chain.  While the staff at
Big Tree were not immediately responsible to Dooley, Dooley did have some
supervisory responsibilities over the staff at both facilities when Hasenkamp
was not there.

     20.  Brown and Gibson did not like working for Hasenkamp or Dooley.  Both
were subtly resistant and uncooperative with Hasenkamp and Dooley.  Mentho
Saafir is another black Residential Advisor with ACT.  Her observation is that
Brown and Gibson were part of a small tight group of black employees.  The group
got mad because Dooley was made Team Leader.  Then when Brown was demoted and
Hasenkamp was hired, they became openly oppositional to any encounter with
Dooley.  Gibson was especially hostile and uncooperative with Dooley.

     21.  On a Saturday during November, 1989, Dooley and Hasenkamp were both
off work, but they were on call for their respective facilities.  A client at
Big Pine was suicidal.  The one staff person working at Big Pine was managing
the client and called Dooley for assistance in getting the van and transporting
the client to the hospital.  The van was parked at Big Tree because Big Tree
always had two staff persons on duty and Big Pine only had one.  Therefore in an
emergency, one staff person could leave Big Tree to take the van to Big Pine to
assist.

     22.  Dooley was at home and called Big Tree to get the van delivered to Big
Pine.  Gibson answered the telephone at Big Tree.  She was evasive and refused
to answer Dooley's questions about who was working at Big Tree and where that
person was.  Dooley told Gibson that she needed the van for a suicidal client.
Gibson kept saying that her coworker wasn't there and finally told Dooley that
if she needed the van "I suggest you come and get it yourself."  After much
pressing by Dooley, Gibson acknowledged that her coworker was Brown and Brown
was not there.



     23.  Dooley called Hasenkamp and explained the problem and described
Gibson's evasiveness and lack of cooperation.  Hasenkamp told Dooley to meet her
at Big Tree.  When Dooley arrived at Big Tree, Hasenkamp was discussing with
Gibson her rude and uncooperative behavior toward Dooley on the telephone.  As
Dooley walked in to Big Tree, Gibson jumped up, leaned over the desk and shouted
that Dooley was not her supervisor and she did not have to report (or listen) to
Dooley.

     24.  In order to avoid a confrontation and to get the van to the client in
need, Hasenkamp told Dooley to take the van.  Dooley left.  Hasenkamp sat down
and waited for Brown to return to work.  When Brown came in 45 minutes later,
she had a bag of fast food.  Hasenkamp asked where she had been and Brown
advised that she had been getting breakfast.  Brown said she had only been gone
25 to 30 minutes.  Hasenkamp told Brown that it was against normal procedures to
leave like that while on duty.  Brown simply said she didn't know that.

     25.  Hasenkamp then took Brown to Big Pine to relieve Dooley who was there
alone, having sent the staff person in the van with the client.  On the way,
Hasenkamp stopped at her home and at her mother's home.  When they arrived at
Big Pine, Hasenkamp's briefcase fell open to reveal a counseling statement to
Brown regarding some furniture, however, that counseling statement was
administered at a later time.

     26.  The counseling statement about the furniture arose from Hasenkamp's
direct instructions to Brown to inspect some furniture that was to be delivered
before signing the invoice.  Brown did not inspect the furniture, but did sign
the invoice.  When the furniture was finally inspected by Hasenkamp, a tear was
discovered in one chair.  Brown claimed that she had told the maintenance man to
look at the furniture, but that was contrary to Hasenkamp's direct instruction.
Brown was "written up" for this failure to carry out her supervisor's
instructions.

     27.  Brown and Gibson were also written up for the incident regarding the
van.

     28.  Gibson was also written up regarding another matter.  Hasenkamp had
sent a memo to all of the staff about eating pastry in the office.  She
instructed all staff to initial and sign-off on the memo by a certain date.
Everyone signed the memo except Gibson, who refused.  The time for signing the
memo passed, but rather than write Gibson up for failing to carry out her
instructions, Hasenkamp called Gibson to find out why she had not signed the
memo.  Gibson was off work at the time and Hasenkamp called her at home.  Gibson
was extremely rude, told Hasenkamp that she had no business bothering her at
home, and refused to discuss the memo.  Gibson gave Hasenkamp no choice except
to write her up again.

     29.  On December 12, 1989, at approximately 4:00 p.m., Hasenkamp and Dooley
drove up to Big Tree.  Dooley went in for Hasenkamp because Hasenkamp was on
crutches.  Brown came outside to the car and told Hasenkamp she needed to come
inside regarding a problem.  Dooley and Hasenkamp observed Gibson holding and
comforting a client, Janice, who was suffering a locked jaw and an extremely
painful muscular reaction as a side effect of her psychotropic medication.  The
patient had to have been in severe discomfort for a couple of hours.  The side
effects are counteracted by another medication, Cogentin.  It was obvious to
Hasenkamp that the client needed emergency medical care.



     30.  Hasenkamp asked if the client had been given her Cogentin.  The
Cogentin is to be given every day at 9:00 p.m., so Hasenkamp asked to see the
medication records from December 11, 1989, to see whether the client had
received her Cogentin.  Gibson and Brown were the staff people for the 4 to 12
p.m. shift on both December 11 and 12, 1989.  Hasenkamp asked Gibson if she had
given the client the Cogentin on December 11th.  Gibson said yes.  Hasenkamp
then looked at the medication records and found that no one had initialed to
show that they had given the Cogentin on December 11th.  Hasenkamp again asked
Gibson, but when Gibson was shown the unsigned medication record, she admitted
that she did not know if she had given the medication.

     31.  Hasenkamp sent Gibson to take the client to the emergency room.  The
client was given an injection of Cogentin.  When Gibson asked Hasenkamp if she
should give the December 12th dose of Cogentin to the client, Hasenkamp told her
no, because the injection would serve in place of the dose.  Hasenkamp told
Gibson to initial the medication record for December 12th to show that Cogentin
was given.

     32.  Hasenkamp also instructed Brown to hold the client back from work the
next morning and to make sure the client was sent to med clinic so that the
psychiatrist could review and adjust her medications.

     33.  The next morning, December 13, 1989, Hasenkamp arrived at Big Tree
just as the van was leaving with clients for med clinic.  She flagged down the
van and asked the driver, Rosario Rizzo, if that client, Janice, was on the van.
Rizzo said "no" because no one had told him to take that client.  Hasenkamp told
Rizzo what had happened the night before, because Rizzo is a nurse.  She then
sent Rizzo to find the client and take her to med clinic.

     34.  When Rizzo had arrived that morning, he went to the office and spoke
with Brown and Nadine Banning.  Banning was the person who had been on duty from
midnight to 8:00 a.m.  He personally asked Brown and Banning who was scheduled
to go to med clinic.  Brown read him the names off of a list, but did not
mention Janice.  At Hasenkamp's instructions, Rizzo found Janice at the bus
stop, waiting to go to work.  He took her to med clinic.

     35.  When Hasenkamp went into Big Tree, she immediately asked Brown why she
had failed to hold Janice and send her to med clinic.  Brown's only reply was
"It doesn't matter anyway because the psychiatrist won't see Janice without an
appointment."

     36.  Hasenkamp then went to look at the medication records for Janice and
discovered that Gibson had gone back and filled in her initials to show that she
had given the missed dose of Cogentin to Janice on December 11th.  When
Hasenkamp asked Gibson about this, Gibson told her that she remembered that she
had given the medication on the 11th.  In fact, it is not possible for the
client to have had such a severe side effect reaction on December 12th if she
had been given her medication on the 11th.

     37.  Hasenkamp determined that Gibson and Brown had endangered the safety
and health of a client and had failed to follow her direct instructions, because
Gibson did not properly given the medication and Brown did not hold Janice for
med clinic.  Gibson's late "memory" that she had given the medication further
undermined her confidence in Gibson.  She felt she could no longer trust their
judgment and could no longer entrust the care of patients to them.



     38.  Hasenkamp recommended that both be terminated.  Turley took that
recommendation and did an investigation.  From that investigation, she
determined that they had, in fact, endangered the client.  Specifically, Turley
found that Gibson had failed to ensure that the medication was taken and had
then tried to cover up that failure and that Brown had failed to get the client
to med clinic as instructed.  Turley terminated Brown and Gibson on December 14,
1989.

     39.  The reason given to each in the letter of termination was
"insubordination."  This reason was given in writing because the personnel
director of ACT recommended that they not say "endangerment of a client's health
and safety" for liability reasons.

     40.  Both Gibson and Brown filed a grievance with ACT's affirmative action
officer, Carolyn Fleming, a black employee.  Fleming did an extensive
investigation of all of Gibson's and Brown's allegations of harassment and
termination based on racial discrimination.  Fleming determined that there was
no racial discrimination in ACT's actions.

     41.  Based on an observation of the candor and demeanor of all the
witnesses and on a review of the contradictions in the testimony, it is
determined that the testimony of Brown and Gibson is less credible than that of
the witnesses for ACT.  Both Brown and Gibson gave testimony that was calculated
to show them in the best light.  While it is not determined that their testimony
was untrue, it is found that their memories of these events are skewed so as to
diminish the severity of their failures.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     42.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction of the
parties to and subject matter of these proceedings.  Section 120.57(1), Florida
Statutes.

     43.  This action is brought pursuant to the Florida Human Rights Act of
1977, Section 760.01-.10, Florida Statutes.  Specifically, Gibson and Brown are
claiming that by terminating them, ACT Corporation engaged in the unlawful
employment practice of discrimination against them on account of race.

     44.  The applicable model of proof in such discrimination cases is that
outlined in McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 36 L.Ed.2d 668
(1973), and Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 67
L.Ed.2d 207 (1981).  That model of proof is stated as follows:

          First, the plaintiff has the burden of proving
          by the preponderance of the evidence a prima
          facie case of discrimination.  Second, if the
          plaintiff succeeds in proving a prima facie
          case, the burden shifts to the defendant "to
          articulate some legitimate nondiscriminatory
          reason for the employee's rejection." . . .
          Third, should the defendant carry this burden,
          the plaintiff must then have an opportunity to
          prove by a preponderance of the evidence that
          the legitimate reasons offered by the
          defendant were not its true reasons, but were
          a pretext for discrimination.



Burdine, supra, 450 U.S. at 252-3.

     45.  Here, the most basic of prima facie cases has been shown in that
Gibson and Brown are black and they were terminated.  While such a weak showing
may not be sufficient to meet the requisite standard, it is not the central
issue herein.

     46.  ACT has clearly articulated legitimate, non-discriminatory reasons for
the terminations.  The history of problems with Gibson's performance and
attitude, capped off by her endangerment of a client, are sufficient to justify
ACT's decision to terminate.  Similarly, Brown's failure or inability to perform
the job requirements, while insufficient in and of itself to justify
termination, together with the final inactions which endangered the safety of a
client, are legitimate reasons for termination.

     47.  There was simply no credible testimony or other evidence to show any
racial motivation for the terminations.  Additionally, the only suggestion of
pretext can be found in the statements in the termination letters that the
terminations were for "insubordination."  While it is not entirely clear that
the actions which resulted in termination were purely acts of insubordination,
the explanation given by ACT for not stating in writing that Gibson and Brown
had endangered the safety of a patient is legitimate.  That explanation is
accepted as credible.

     48.  There being no evidence that the legitimate non-discriminatory reasons
for the terminations were pretexts for discrimination, it is concluded that
Gibson and Brown, the Petitioners herein, have failed to carry the burden of
proving racial discrimination.  The Petitions for Relief should be dismissed.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, it is

     RECOMMENDED that the Petitions for Relief filed by Rosa Gibson and Lillian
Brown be DENIED and DISMISSED.

     DONE and ENTERED this 2nd day of April, 1993, in Tallahassee, Florida.

                              ___________________________________
                              DIANE K. KIESLING
                              Hearing Officer
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              The DeSoto Building
                              1230 Apalachee Parkway
                              Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1550
                              (904) 488-9675

                              Filed with the Clerk of the
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              this 2nd day of April, 1992.
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                  NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least 10 days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the final
order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the final order in this case.
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

JEFF BRONSDON,                         )
                                       )
                  Petitioner,          )
                                       )
vs.                                    )     CASE NO. 92-3758
                                       )
CITY OF NAPLES,                        )
                                       )
                  Respondent.          )
_______________________________________)
JEFF BRONSDON,                         )
                                       )
                  Petitioner,          )
                                       )
vs.                                    )     CASE NO. 92-3759
                                       )
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE,               )
DIVISION OF STATE FIRE MARSHAL,        )
                                       )
                  Respondent.          )
_______________________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, the Division of Administrative Hearings, by its duly
designated Hearing Officer, William F. Quattlebaum, held a formal hearing in the
above-styled case on January 13, 1993, in Naples, Florida.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner Jeff Bronsdon:

                                 Thomas Franchino, Esquire
                                 LEHMAN, FRANCHINO & RAWSON, P.A.
                                 700 11th Street South, Suite 203
                                 Naples, Florida 33940

     For Respondent City of Naples:

                                 Peter J. Hurtgen, Esquire
                                 Wayne D. Rutman, Esquire
                                 MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS
                                 5300 Southeast Financial Center
                                 200 South Biscayne Boulevard
                                 Miami, Florida 33131



     For Respondent Office of State Fire Marshal:

                                 Lisa S. Santucci, Esquire
                                 Division of Legal Services
                                 412 Larson Building
                                 Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0300

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

     The issue in this case is whether the City of Naples, by denying Petitioner
employment as a firefighter, or the Division of State Fire Marshal, by denying
Petitioner certification as a firefighter, committed an unlawful employment
practice.

                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     In 1988, Petitioner Jeff Bronsdon ("Petitioner"), began attempting to gain
employment as a firefighter for the City of Naples.  Based on medical
information related to an alleged color vision perception deficiency, the City
denied the employment due to the ineligibility of the Petitioner to meet the
medical standards required for firefighter certification as established by rules
adopted by the Division of State Fire Marshal ("Fire Marshal").  Several years
later, the Petitioner obtained letters from vision practitioners which indicate
that the color perception problem does not exist.  The Petitioner thereafter
became employed as a firefighter by the City and certified by the Fire Marshal.

     By petitions filed with the Florida Commission on Human Relations ("FCHR")
the Petitioner asserted his complaint that both Respondents discriminated
against him by denying him certification and employment as a firefighter.  The
FCHR issued a determination of cause essentially finding that the Petitioner's
complaint had merit.  The Respondents requested a redetermination of cause.  The
redetermination upheld the original cause determination.  An attempt at
settlement was unsuccessful and Petitioner's complaints were transmitted to the
Division of Administrative Hearings, which consolidated the cases and thereafter
noticed and conducted the formal hearing.

     At the hearing, Petitioner presented the testimony of three witnesses and
had exhibits numbered 1-3, 10-11, and 13-14 admitted.  Respondent Fire Marshal
presented the testimony of two witnesses and had one exhibit admitted.
Respondent City presented the testimony of one witness and had exhibits numbered
1-24 admitted.  A prehearing stipulation filed by the parties was admitted as a
Hearing Officer's exhibit.

     A transcript of the hearing was filed.  All parties filed proposed
recommended orders.  The proposed findings of fact are ruled upon either
directly or indirectly as reflected in this Recommended Order, and in the
Appendix which is attached and hereby made a part of this Recommended Order.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The City of Naples ("City") is an "employer" for purposes of the
Florida Human Rights Act of 1977 ("Act").  Both the Division of State Fire
Marshal ("Fire Marshal") and Jeff Bronsdon ("Petitioner") are "persons" for
purposes of the Act.  All time limits have been met by the Petitioner for
purposes of jurisdiction under the Act.



     2.  At some point in 1988, the Petitioner applied for the position of
firefighter for the City.

     3.  Between 1988 and prior to July, 1989, the Petitioner successfully
completed the written examination and the physical agility tests which are
necessary to become a City firefighter.

     4.  Subsequent to the successful completion of the written and physical
agility tests, the Petitioner was placed on a register of eligible candidates
for employment.

     5.  On July 22, 1989, the Petitioner was notified that a firefighter's
position was available and that the Petitioner would be hired for that position
if he successfully completed a pre-employment physical examination.

     6.  A person must be certified or eligible for certification by the Fire
Marshal in order to be employed by the City as a firefighter.  The Fire Marshal
is authorized by statute to prescribe certification requirements for all
firefighters in the state.  The Fire Marshal's certification requirements
include the medical standards established by the National Fire Protection
Association ("N.F.P.A.").

     7.  The N.F.P.A. standards include a color perception requirement, set
forth at N.F.P.A. Section 1001 2-2.7.2(a) which provides that failure to
visually identify red, or green, or both is cause for denial of a firefighter
certification.

     8.  The Fire Marshal has produced a standard form which is used to report
the result of the medical examination.  At the top of page one, the form states
as follows:

          THE EXAMINING PHYSICIAN SHOULD HAVE IN HIS
          POSSESSION A COPY OF THE "MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS
          FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT CANDIDATES" AS OUTLINED IN
          THE NFPA PAMPHLET #1001, AND PRESCRIBED BY THE
          DIVISION, FOR REFERENCE DURING THE
          EXAMINATION.

     9.  The form includes a list of conditions which may cause disqualification
for employment.  Under the category of "EYES AND VISION" is a printed notation
of "COLOR PERCEPTION-IDENTIFY RED, GREEN, YELLOW" after which follow a pair of
"check-off" boxes denoting a normal or abnormal condition.  After a physician
performs a test, the results are denoted by checking one of the boxes.

     10.  The Petitioner's pre-employment physical examination was performed on
July 20, 1989 by Dr. Scott Mastores.

     11.  There is no credible evidence that Dr. Mastores did not rely on the
appropriate test methodology in performing the physical as is indicated on the
form or in the cited pamphlet.

     12.  In the Petitioner's July 20, 1989 pre-employment physical examination
report, Dr. Mastores checked the box which indicates that the Petitioner's color
perception was abnormal and he was unable to distinguish red, green and yellow.



     13.  Written notes on the form, allegedly those of Dr. Mastores, state that
the Petitioner has "significantly abnormal color vision--difficulty with I.D. of
blue/green, brown/black, able to tell red/yellow and most greens."

     14.  On July 20, 1989, the Petitioner took the test results to the City's
Fire Training Captain.  The Captain saw the box checked, and saw, but did not
read, the doctor's handwritten annotation to the vision tests.

     15.  After observing that the examining physician checked the abnormal
color perception box, the Captain inquired as to the Petitioner's color
perception.  The Petitioner, apparently unaware that his condition could be
disqualifying, indicated that he was unable to distinguish red and green.

     16.  Based on the checked box and his conversation with the Petitioner, the
Captain informed the Petitioner that he would not be hired by the City because
he could not meet the Fire Marshal's certification requirements.

     17.  The Captain and the Petitioner discussed the color perception
requirement.  The Petitioner asserted that he had worked as a fireman previously
without incident and that the color perception requirement was unnecessary.  The
Captain explained to the Petitioner that it was a state, not a City, requirement

     18.  The Captain provided the Petitioner with a telephone number for the
Fire Marshal's office and stated that if he could become certified, the City
would be willing to hire him.  The Captain also volunteered to contact the Fire
Marshal's office as well.

     19.  The next day, the Captain contacted the Fire Marshal's office and
relayed the Petitioner's abnormal test result to a representative of the office.
The Captain was informed that in accordance with N.F.P.A. standards, normal
color vision was still required for certification and that the Respondent did
not appear to meet the requirement.  The Captain immediately forwarded the
information to the Petitioner.

     20.  In July 1989, the City hired another man identified on the eligibility
list.

     21.  In November of 1989, the eligibility list upon which the Petitioner
was listed expired and he was no longer eligible for employment.  In order to
retain eligibility, the Petitioner would have needed to retake the written and
agility tests.  He did not.

     22.  Although the Petitioner eventually contacted the Fire Marshal's office
and obtained additional information about certification, he made no further
serious attempt to pursue the matter until approximately May of 1990.

     23.  On May 18, 1990, the Petitioner met with the City's newly appointed
Fire Chief and discussed his previous experience with the City's firefighter
employment procedure.  The Petitioner opined that his acknowledged color
blindness should not bar his employment as a firefighter with the City.

     24.  The Fire Chief informed the Petitioner that he could only be hired if
he became certified by the Fire Marshal.  The Fire Chief also informed the
Petitioner that he was no longer on the list of persons eligible for new hire.

     25.  Although a follow-up meeting between the Chief and the Petitioner was
scheduled, the Chief subsequently cancelled the meeting.



     26.  At various times in 1991, the Petitioner discussed the issue with the
City's human resource director ("HRD") at a health club where both exercised.
She encouraged him to continue attempting to become certified and suggested that
he seek City employment in a position which did not require Fire Marshal
certification.

     27.  Attempting to be of some assistance to the Petitioner, the City's HRD,
on April 29, 1992, forwarded the Petitioner's 1989 medical examination report to
the Fire Marshal's office for review.  The copy of the report was not entirely
legible.

     28.  By letter to the HRD dated May 8, 1992, Lou Puka (Field Representative
Supervisor for the Fire Marshal's Bureau of Fire Standards and Training)
requested that a more recent and legible examination report be supplied.

     29.  Pursuant to the Fire Marshal's request, the City obtained two
ophthalmic medical examinations of the Petitioner.

     30.  One examination was performed by the City's physician, Dr. Edmond
Weidner, whose written report states that the Petitioner "[f]ailed the pseudo-
isochronic color plates for red/green differentiation" and specifically notes
that the failure is "[c]ause for rejection under rule 2-2.7.2 of the firefighter
professional qualifications."

     31.  The second examination was performed by Dr. William D. Gaskins, the
Petitioner's personal choice for the exam.  Dr. Gaskins noted in his report that
the Petitioner failed the "Ishahara Color Plate screening" and further noted
that the Petitioner suffered from "deuteranopia" or "green blindess--color
blindness in which there is a defect in the perception of green."

     32.  On May 28, 1991, the City's HRD sent the two new evaluations to Mr.
Puka.  Based upon his review of the reports, he responded to the HRD by letter
of June 3, 1991, stating in part as follows:

          Mr. Jeff Bronsdon's application for
          certification as a firefighter would be denied
          because he failed to meet the duly-adopted
          medical standards for color vision contained
          in Section 2-2.7.2, N.F.P.A. 1001, (1981).
          The examinations indicate a defect in the perception
          of green.

     33.  The Fire Marshal's letter concluded by stating that the Petitioner had
a right to request an administrative hearing challenging the supposed
determination.  At that time, the Petitioner had not applied to take the minimum
standards training course conducted at the State Fire College in Ocala and
accordingly had not been denied certification.

     34.  The City HRD forwarded a copy of the Fire Marshal's letter to the
Petitioner.

     35.  At the hearing, a representative of the State Fire Marshal testified
that, because the Petitioner had not applied for certification as a firefighter
and had not been denied, the letter was only an opinion, and the Petitioner
would not have been entitled to a hearing.  In any event, the Petitioner did not
request a hearing at that time.



     36.  In July of 1991, the Petitioner sent a letter to the State
Commissioner of Insurance, setting forth his position in the matter regarding
certification and expressing his extreme displeasure with the situation.

     37.  Apparently based on the letter, the Petitioner was contacted by an
attorney for the Commissioner to discuss the matter and a series of telephone
conversations ensued.

     38.  During several conversations about the requirements and the
Petitioner's assertion that the requirements were unnecessary, representatives
of the Fire Marshal explained to the Petitioner that the color perception
requirements are related to the use of color coding which identifies explosive
or hazardous materials which may be present in fire situations.

     39.  After a number of telephone conversations, it was apparently suggested
to him that if he could successfully pass a test in which a red dot and a green
dot were displayed against a white background, the Fire Marshal would not deny
the certification because of his color perception deficiency.

     40.  The Petitioner scheduled an appointment for testing with Mary Lou
Kircher, a vision specialist who also frequented the health club at which they
both exercised.

     41.  There is no evidence of the nature of the color perception test Dr.
Kircher administered, however, by her letter of August 22, 1991, she wrote that
the Petitioner was able to determine green from red and red from green with 100
percent accuracy.

     42.  The Petitioner also scheduled another appointment with Dr. Gaskins and
requested that he perform the "red dot/green dot" test.  Dr. Gaskins utilized a
red object and a green object, but did not display the items before a white
background.

     43.  After the test, Dr. Gaskins provided a letter which states that the
Petitioner "has a red/green color deficiency on Ishahara Color Plate screening
and Deuteranopia on Farnsworth D-15 panel testing.  At the patient's request, I
asked the patient to identify the color of 12 red or green areas on a white
background, and he was able to identify 12 of the 12 correctly."

     44.  Contrary to the letter, the evidence establishes that the objects were
not displayed before a white background.

     45.  The Petitioner submitted the two letters to the Fire Marshal's office
which (after a further exchange of correspondence and telephone calls)
eventually resulted in the Fire Marshal issuing a letter dated September 18,
1991, stating that the Petitioner's color perception would not be a
disqualifying factor for certification as a firefighter.

     46.  The Petitioner took the Fire Marshal's letter of September 18 to the
City's HRD.

     47.  After receiving the September 18 letter, the HRD placed the Petitioner
back on, and at the top of, the firefighter applicant elibility list.  Although
her actions were contrary to City policy, the HRD did so in an attempt to
resolve the long-standing matter.



     48.  By April of 1992, no firefighter vacancies had opened in the Fire
Department.  On April 3, 1992, the City offered the Petitioner a position as a
City firefighter in a position which was specifically created for him.

     49.  The Petitioner accepted the position offered effective April 20, 1992
at an annual salary of $20,871.

     50.  At the time the Petitioner was employed, he was awarded seniority
retroactive to September of 1991, the time at which the City received the letter
related to the Fire Marshal's determination that the Petitioner's color
perception deficiency would not be used to disqualify him from certification.

     51.  On April 23, 1992, the Petitioner made his first application for
admission to the State Fire College and certification as a firefighter.

     52.  He began minimum standards training on May 11, 1992 and completed the
training on July 3, 1992 at which time he received his firefighter's
certification.

     53.  The Petitioner continues to be employed by the City as a certified
firefighter.

     54.  Prior to the application filed April 23, 1992, the Petitioner had not
applied for admission to the minimum standards training course offered at the
State Fire College and had not been denied certification as a firefighter.

     55.  The Division of State Fire Marshal is responsible for training and
certification of firefighters, and is solely responsible for determining whether
an applicant is eligible for certification.  The City is not permitted to have
non-certified and non-certifiable firefighters in its employ.

     56.  Although the Petitioner asserts that the color perception requirement
is unreasonable, the Petitioner has not challenged the Fire Marshal's rules,
which adopt and rely upon the N.F.P.A. medical standards.  There is no credible
evidence whatsoever to support his assertion that the rules or the requirements
specifically related to color perception are unreasonable.

     57.  During the course of events, the Petitioner was examined by a total of
five medical personnel, the first three of whom determined that the Petitioner's
color perception was deficient.  None of the physicians were called to testify.

     58.  At the hearing, the Petitioner admitted that he is unable to
"differentiate some shades of red and some shades of brown or green or blues."

     59.  Given the conflicting opinions expressed in the exam reports, and
absent any persuasive evidence on this point, it is currently no more likely
that the Petitioner can distinguish red from green as it is that he can not.

     60.  The Petitioner seeks an award of back pay from the date upon which
employment was initially denied.  An award of back pay is not supported by the
evidence in this case.

     61.  Between July 22, 1989, and April 20, 1992, the Petitioner was employed
as an auto mechanic.  The Petitioner earned $28,265 as an auto mechanic in 1990,
and earned $29,389 in 1991.  In the months of 1992 prior to becoming employed as
a firefighter, he earned $10,883.  He took a reduction in salary at the time he
became employed as a firefighter.



     62.  The Petitioner seeks an award of secondary wages.  Secondary wages are
those the Petitioner asserts that he could have earned during his off-duty hours
had he been employed as a firefighter from the time of his initial rejection by
the City.

     63.  The Petitioner asserted that the denial of City employment had cost
him a secondary income in the range of $12,000 to $20,000 annually.  The
Petitioner claimed that during the approximately seven months between becoming
employed as a firefighter and the hearing date, he earned approximately $3500-
$4000.  Neither the potential for secondary income nor the actual secondary
earnings claimed are supported by credible evidence.

     64.  The Petitioner claimed he had been employed irregularly as a part time
stock clerk at Publix.  The Petitioner produced no wage records or other
documentation of his employment at Publix.  The evidence fails to establish that
the wages from such employment merits serious consideration as secondary income.

     65.  The Petitioner stated that he performed yard work for his landlady.
He initially stated that the landlady had deducted the yard work from his rent.
He subsequently stated that the amount of compensation had not been determined
but stated that would be agreed upon, that he believed it would be about $850,
and she would then give him a receipt for tax purposes.

     66.  The Petitioner also claimed that he performed minor home cleaning and
automotive work for a man who apparently resides in Florida on a seasonal basis.
The Petitioner asserted that as his compensation for the work, the man gave the
automobile to the Petitioner.

     67.  The Petitioner stated that he has done minor auto work for some
coworkers for a total of $90.

     68.  Although the City requires an employee to gain approval before working
additional jobs, the Petitioner has not filed such a request and has not
received authorization from the City to engage in such outside income producing
activities.

     69.  The Petitioner's testimony related to secondary wages was not
supported by any documentation and is neither persuasive nor credible.  Although
clearly the Petitioner would have time to earn secondary income while employed
as a firefighter, the evidence does not establish that the Petitioner could have
done so.

     70.  There is no evidence that the failure of the City to employ the
Petitioner was based on any factor other that his ineligibility for state
certification based upon his color perception deficiency as indicated by the
medical information obtained from examination reports from the Petitioner.

     71.  The Petitioner seeks an award of attorney fees and costs.  The
evidence fails to establish that such an award is appropriate.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     72.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
parties to and subject matter of this proceeding.  Section 120.57(1), Florida
Statutes.



     73.  The shifting burdens in a case under the Florida Human Rights Act of
1977 were explicated in National Industries, Inc. v. Commission on Human
Relations, 527 So.2d 894 (Fla. 5th DCA 1988).  In that case, the court discussed
McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S.Ct. 1817, 36 L.Ed.2d 668
(1973), and stated:

          ...the plaintiff has the initial burden of
          proving by the preponderance of the evidence a
          prima facie case of discrimination.  If the
          plaintiff succeeds in proving that prima facie
          case, the burden shifts to the defendant "to
          articulate some legitimate, nondiscriminatory
          reason for the employee's rejection." Id. at
          802, 93 S.Ct. at 1824.  Should the employer
          carry this burden, the burden then shifts back
          to the Petitioner to show by a preponderance
          of the evidence that the reasons offered by
          the employer were not its true reasons, but
          were a pretext for discrimination.

     74.  In order to establish a prima facie case of handicap discrimination,
the Petitioner must show (1) that he is handicapped, (2) that he is able to
perform the assigned duties satisfactorily and is otherwise qualified for the
position, and (3) that he was not hired under circumstances which give rise to
an inference that the employment decision was based solely on the handicap.
Brand v. Florida Power Corporation, 14 FALR 3447 (FCHR 1992); Cabany v.
Hollywood Memorial Hospital, 12 FALR 2020 (FCHR 1990); Green v. Mark III
Industries, 12 FALR, 1888 (FCHR, 1990).

     75.  The term "handicap" is not defined by the Act.  However, generally
"handicap" connotes a condition that prevents normal functioning in some way; a
person with a handicap does not enjoy in some measure, the full and normal use
of his sensory, mental or physical faculties.   Green v. Mark III Industries, 12
FALR, 1888 (FCHR, 1990).  For purposes of this case, the Petitioner is
handicapped.

     76.  Section 760.10, Florida Statutes, provides as follows:

          (1)  It is an unlawful employment practice for
          an employer:
          (a) To fail or refuse to hire any individual,
          or to otherwise discriminate against any
          individual with respect to compensation,
          terms, conditions, or privileges of
          employment, because of such individual's race,
          color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
          handicap, or marital status.
                              * * *
          (5)  Whenever, in order to engage in a
          profession, occupation, or trade, it is
          required that a person receive a license,
          certification, or other credential...it is an
          unlawful employment practice for any person
          to discriminate against any other person



          seeking such license, certification, or other
          credential because of such person's race,
          color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
          handicap, or marital status.
                              * * *
          (8)  Notwithstanding any other provision of
          this section, it is not an unlawful employment
          practice under ss.760.01-760.10 for an
          employer...to
          (a)  Take or fail to take any action on the
          basis of religion, sex, national origin, age,
          handicap, or marital status in those certain
          instances in which religion, sex, national
          origin, age, absence of a particular handicap,
          or marital status is a bona fide occupational
          qualification reasonably necessary for the
          performance of the particular employment to
          which such action or inaction is related.

     77.  Section 633.35(2), Florida Statutes provides that:

          The division [of State Fire Marshal] shall
          issue a certification of compliance to any
          person satisfactorily complying with the
          training program established in subsection (1)
          and the qualifications for employment in s.
          633.34.  No person may be employed as a
          regular or permanent firefighter by the
          employing agency for a period of time in
          excess of 1 year from the date of initial
          employment until he has obtained such
          certificate of compliance.

     78.  Section 633.34, Florida Statutes provides:

          Any person initially employed as a firefighter
          must:
          (5) Be in good physical condition as
          determined by a medical examination as
          prescribed by the division.  Such examination
          may include, but need not be limited to,
          provisions of the National Fire Protection
          Association Pamphlet 1001.

     79.  Rule 4A-37.037, Florida Administrative Code, adopts standards for the
medical examination required by Section 633.34 and provides as follows:

          4A-37.037 Pre-employment Medical Examination
          (1)  Establishment of good physical condition
          of the applicant by a medical examination is
          a pre-employment requirement which must be met
          prior to initial employment as a firefighter
          in compliance with Section 633.34(5), Florida
          Statutes.
          (2)  Prior to initial employment as a
          firefighter, the applicant shall be given a
          thorough medical examination by a physician or



          surgeon licensed to practice in the State of
          Florida...
          (3)  Such examinations shall be conducted for
          the purpose of detecting or determining the
          presence of deficiencies or abnormalities
          which would reasonably be expected to limit
          the abilities of the applicant to
          satisfactorily and safely perform all the
          duties associated with firefighting and or
          predispose the applicant to injury or
          disability.
          (4)  It is emphasized that the medical
          requirements establish a minimum standard
          for compliance.  The medical test is the
          examination by the physician which searches
          for systemic, organic, or skeletal
          deficiencies that would be disqualifying or
          limiting.  The medical standards prescribed by
          the Division are those published by the
          National Fire Protection Association in its
          pamphlet NFPA No. 1001, "Firefighter
          Professional Qualifications", 1981 edition,
          Section 2-2, "Medical Requirements for Fire
          Department Candidates," pages 1001-8 through
          1001- 35, inclusive, which is hereby
          incorporated in this rule and made a part of
          the rule by reference.  A copy of this
          publication may be obtained by writing the
          association, whose address is:  National Fire
          Protection Association, Inc., Batterymarch
          Park, Quincy, Massachusetts 02269.  Any
          applicant not satisfying the minimum
          requirements prescribed by the Division for
          the medical examination shall not be qualified
          for employment...

     80.  Section 2-2.7.2(a) of N.F.P.A. 1001, (1981) provides that an
applicant's failure to visually identify red, or green, or both is cause for
denial of an application for firefighter certification.

     81.  The Petitioner has raised no challenge to any of the aforementioned
rules or standards, but instead asserts that the requirements as applied in his
case were discriminatory.

     82.  As to the allegations of discrimination by the City of Naples, the
Petitioner asserts that the City of Naples committed an unlawful employment
practice on July 20, 1989 when it refused to employ the Petitioner based upon
his impaired color perception.

     83.  The Petitioner has failed to establish that at the time of the alleged
discrimination he was able to perform the assigned duties satisfactorily and was
otherwise qualified for the position, therefore he has failed to establish a
prima facie case of handicap discrimination.  Based upon the first test result
and on the Petitioner's discussion of the deficit on July 20, 1989 with the
City's Fire Training Captain, there existed clear evidence of a color perception
deficit which would have prevented the Petitioner from being certified as a
firefighter by the Bureau of Fire Standards and Training.



     84.  Because the Petitioner was not eligible for certification, he was not
"otherwise qualified" for the position.  The second and third tests, performed
almost two years later, confirmed the results of the first.  There is no
evidence that these three physical examinations performed on the Petitioner were
performed in any manner contrary to adopted standards.

     85.  After receiving directions on how the test should be administered, the
Petitioner underwent two more exams.  The evidence establishes that Dr. Gaskins
did not administer the repeat examination according to the procedure by which
the Petitioner was instructed.  The evidence fails to establish what type of
test was administered by Dr. Kircher.  However, these examinations resulted in
the Petitioner obtaining letters which indicated that he could distinguish red
from green.  Based on the letters, the Fire Marshal's office rendered a letter
dated September 18, 1991, stating that color perception deficit would no longer
serve to bar the Petitioner's certification.  At that time, the Petitioner was
placed at the top of the firefighter elibility list.  When no vacancies became
available, the City created a position for the Petitioner, and awarded
retroactive seniority to the September 18, 1991 letter.

     86.  Throughout the period, the Petitioner continued to insist to city and
to Fire Marshal representatives that his color blindness should not be a
consideration in the certification decision.  However he initiated no legal
challenge to the standard as adopted by rule, which is and continues to be valid
and presumed reasonable, absent any evidence to the contrary.

     87.  As to the Petitioner's assertion that the City unreasonably relied on
the Fire Marshal's rules in denying employment, the evidence establishes that
the rule was reasonably applied based on the available medical information from
examination and from the Petitioner.

     88.  At hearing, the Petitioner asserted that, because Respondent City did
not timely file an answer to the complaint of discrimination, all matters were
deemed admitted and the Respondent City should not be permitted to offer
testimony and evidence to the contrary.  In order to permit a recommendation to
be made on the merits of the case, the Hearing Office permitted the Respondent
City to present its defense.

     89.  As to the Division of State Fire Marshal, the Petitioner asserts that
the denial of firefighter certification based upon the Petitioner's color
perception deficit was discrimination based upon a handicap.  The evidence fails
to establish that the Fire Marshal ever denied such certification.

     90.  Responding to an inquiry received in May of 1991, and with three
medical examination reports indicating that the Petitioner could not distinguish
red and green, a letter from the Bureau of Fire Standards dated June 3, 1991
opined that the Petitioner's application would be denied based on the defect in
the perception of green.  However, at that time, the Petitioner had not yet
applied to take the minimum standards training course conducted at the State
Fire College or to become certified.

     91.  When application for training and certification were finally made in
April of 1992, the Petitioner's application for certification was approved after
completion of the course.

     92.  At hearing, the Petitioner specifically stated that no challenge was
being made to the rules of the State Fire Marshal.  Such rules incorporate the



provision stating that failure to distinguish red or green or both is cause to
deny certification.

     93.  At hearing there was uncontradicted testimony that the color
perception requirements are related at least in part to the use of color coding
which identifies explosive or hazardous materials which may be present in a fire
situation.

     94.  Without challenge by the Petitioner or evidence to the contrary, the
color perception requirement must be determined to be a bona fide occupational
qualification reasonably necessary for the performance of the particular
employment.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing, it is hereby RECOMMENDED that the Florida
Commission on Human Relations enter a Final Order dismissing the complaints
filed in this case.

     DONE and RECOMMENDED this 2nd day of April, 1993 in Tallahassee, Florida.

                              ___________________________________
                              WILLIAM F. QUATTLEBAUM
                              Hearing Officer
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              The DeSoto Building
                              1230 Apalachee Parkway
                              Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1550
                              (904) 488-9675

                              Filed with the Clerk of the
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              this 2nd day of April, 1993.

            APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER, CASE NO. 92-3758

The following constitute rulings on proposed findings of facts submitted by the
parties.

Petitioner

The Petitioner's proposed findings of fact are accepted as modified and
incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

10.  Rejected as to decision being based "solely" on a check mark in a box.  The
testimony of the Captain was that he and the Petitioner discussed the matter
during which the Petitioner acknowledged a red/green visual deficiency.

13.  Rejected as to implication that no further conversation occurred between
the Captain and the Petitioner, not supported by greater weight of the evidence.

14.  Rejected, not supported by greater weight of the evidence, which
establishes that the Captain relayed the Petitioner's specific test result to
the Fire College representative.



15.  Rejected, not supported by credible and persuasive evidence.

16.  Rejected, immaterial.

17.  Rejected, not supported by credible and persuasive evidence.

20.  Rejected.  The question was "[i]f a check appears in the abnormal column
does that in and of itself mean that person is disqualified from certification"
to which the witness responded "no".  The proposed finding inappropriately
paraphrases the testimony.

23.  Rejected.  One of the examinations was performed by a doctor chosen by the
Petitioner.

25.  Rejected, immaterial.

26.  Rejected as to use of phrase "reversed his position".  The fourth and fifth
test results submitted to the Fire Marshal indicated that the Petitioner could
distinguish red from green, contrary to previous tests.

30.  Rejected, evidence fails to establish that the Petitioner is entitled to
such benefits.

Respondent City of Naples

Respondent City of Naples' proposed findings of fact are accepted as modified
and incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

14-15.  References to prior related discrimination complaints are rejected as
cumulative and unnecessary.

25-27.  Rejected, cumulative and unnecessary.

28.  Reference to human resource director being unaware of reevaluation activity
is irrelevant.

34.  Rejected.  Although the finding essentially states the nature of the
Petitioner's testimony related to secondary employment, the testimony is not
credited, therefore the statement is not supported by credible and persuasive
evidence.

Respondent Office of State Fire Marshal

Respondent Office of State Fire Marshal's proposed findings of fact are accepted
as modified and incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

1-3.  Rejected, unnecessary.
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Wayne D. Rutman, Esq.
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS
5300 Southeast Financial Center
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33131

Lisa S. Santucci, Esq.
Division of Legal Services
412 Larson Building
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0300

Margaret A. Jones, Clerk
Florida Commission on Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, FL 32303-4113

                  NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least ten days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the Final
Order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.
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                          STATE OF FLORIDA
                 DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS

JEFF BRONSDON,                         )
                                       )
                  Petitioner,          )
                                       )
vs.                                    )     CASE NO. 92-3758
                                       )
CITY OF NAPLES,                        )
                                       )
                  Respondent.          )
_______________________________________)
JEFF BRONSDON,                         )
                                       )
                  Petitioner,          )
                                       )
vs.                                    )     CASE NO. 92-3759
                                       )
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE,               )
DIVISION OF STATE FIRE MARSHAL,        )
                                       )
                  Respondent.          )
_______________________________________)

                          RECOMMENDED ORDER

     Pursuant to notice, the Division of Administrative Hearings, by its duly
designated Hearing Officer, William F. Quattlebaum, held a formal hearing in the
above-styled case on January 13, 1993, in Naples, Florida.

                             APPEARANCES

     For Petitioner Jeff Bronsdon:

                                 Thomas Franchino, Esquire
                                 LEHMAN, FRANCHINO & RAWSON, P.A.
                                 700 11th Street South, Suite 203
                                 Naples, Florida 33940

     For Respondent City of Naples:

                                 Peter J. Hurtgen, Esquire
                                 Wayne D. Rutman, Esquire
                                 MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS
                                 5300 Southeast Financial Center
                                 200 South Biscayne Boulevard
                                 Miami, Florida 33131



     For Respondent Office of State Fire Marshal:

                                 Lisa S. Santucci, Esquire
                                 Division of Legal Services
                                 412 Larson Building
                                 Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0300

                       STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

     The issue in this case is whether the City of Naples, by denying Petitioner
employment as a firefighter, or the Division of State Fire Marshal, by denying
Petitioner certification as a firefighter, committed an unlawful employment
practice.

                       PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

     In 1988, Petitioner Jeff Bronsdon ("Petitioner"), began attempting to gain
employment as a firefighter for the City of Naples.  Based on medical
information related to an alleged color vision perception deficiency, the City
denied the employment due to the ineligibility of the Petitioner to meet the
medical standards required for firefighter certification as established by rules
adopted by the Division of State Fire Marshal ("Fire Marshal").  Several years
later, the Petitioner obtained letters from vision practitioners which indicate
that the color perception problem does not exist.  The Petitioner thereafter
became employed as a firefighter by the City and certified by the Fire Marshal.

     By petitions filed with the Florida Commission on Human Relations ("FCHR")
the Petitioner asserted his complaint that both Respondents discriminated
against him by denying him certification and employment as a firefighter.  The
FCHR issued a determination of cause essentially finding that the Petitioner's
complaint had merit.  The Respondents requested a redetermination of cause.  The
redetermination upheld the original cause determination.  An attempt at
settlement was unsuccessful and Petitioner's complaints were transmitted to the
Division of Administrative Hearings, which consolidated the cases and thereafter
noticed and conducted the formal hearing.

     At the hearing, Petitioner presented the testimony of three witnesses and
had exhibits numbered 1-3, 10-11, and 13-14 admitted.  Respondent Fire Marshal
presented the testimony of two witnesses and had one exhibit admitted.
Respondent City presented the testimony of one witness and had exhibits numbered
1-24 admitted.  A prehearing stipulation filed by the parties was admitted as a
Hearing Officer's exhibit.

     A transcript of the hearing was filed.  All parties filed proposed
recommended orders.  The proposed findings of fact are ruled upon either
directly or indirectly as reflected in this Recommended Order, and in the
Appendix which is attached and hereby made a part of this Recommended Order.

                         FINDINGS OF FACT

     1.  The City of Naples ("City") is an "employer" for purposes of the
Florida Human Rights Act of 1977 ("Act").  Both the Division of State Fire
Marshal ("Fire Marshal") and Jeff Bronsdon ("Petitioner") are "persons" for
purposes of the Act.  All time limits have been met by the Petitioner for
purposes of jurisdiction under the Act.



     2.  At some point in 1988, the Petitioner applied for the position of
firefighter for the City.

     3.  Between 1988 and prior to July, 1989, the Petitioner successfully
completed the written examination and the physical agility tests which are
necessary to become a City firefighter.

     4.  Subsequent to the successful completion of the written and physical
agility tests, the Petitioner was placed on a register of eligible candidates
for employment.

     5.  On July 22, 1989, the Petitioner was notified that a firefighter's
position was available and that the Petitioner would be hired for that position
if he successfully completed a pre-employment physical examination.

     6.  A person must be certified or eligible for certification by the Fire
Marshal in order to be employed by the City as a firefighter.  The Fire Marshal
is authorized by statute to prescribe certification requirements for all
firefighters in the state.  The Fire Marshal's certification requirements
include the medical standards established by the National Fire Protection
Association ("N.F.P.A.").

     7.  The N.F.P.A. standards include a color perception requirement, set
forth at N.F.P.A. Section 1001 2-2.7.2(a) which provides that failure to
visually identify red, or green, or both is cause for denial of a firefighter
certification.

     8.  The Fire Marshal has produced a standard form which is used to report
the result of the medical examination.  At the top of page one, the form states
as follows:

          THE EXAMINING PHYSICIAN SHOULD HAVE IN HIS
          POSSESSION A COPY OF THE "MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS
          FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT CANDIDATES" AS OUTLINED IN
          THE NFPA PAMPHLET #1001, AND PRESCRIBED BY THE
          DIVISION, FOR REFERENCE DURING THE
          EXAMINATION.

     9.  The form includes a list of conditions which may cause disqualification
for employment.  Under the category of "EYES AND VISION" is a printed notation
of "COLOR PERCEPTION-IDENTIFY RED, GREEN, YELLOW" after which follow a pair of
"check-off" boxes denoting a normal or abnormal condition.  After a physician
performs a test, the results are denoted by checking one of the boxes.

     10.  The Petitioner's pre-employment physical examination was performed on
July 20, 1989 by Dr. Scott Mastores.

     11.  There is no credible evidence that Dr. Mastores did not rely on the
appropriate test methodology in performing the physical as is indicated on the
form or in the cited pamphlet.

     12.  In the Petitioner's July 20, 1989 pre-employment physical examination
report, Dr. Mastores checked the box which indicates that the Petitioner's color
perception was abnormal and he was unable to distinguish red, green and yellow.



     13.  Written notes on the form, allegedly those of Dr. Mastores, state that
the Petitioner has "significantly abnormal color vision--difficulty with I.D. of
blue/green, brown/black, able to tell red/yellow and most greens."

     14.  On July 20, 1989, the Petitioner took the test results to the City's
Fire Training Captain.  The Captain saw the box checked, and saw, but did not
read, the doctor's handwritten annotation to the vision tests.

     15.  After observing that the examining physician checked the abnormal
color perception box, the Captain inquired as to the Petitioner's color
perception.  The Petitioner, apparently unaware that his condition could be
disqualifying, indicated that he was unable to distinguish red and green.

     16.  Based on the checked box and his conversation with the Petitioner, the
Captain informed the Petitioner that he would not be hired by the City because
he could not meet the Fire Marshal's certification requirements.

     17.  The Captain and the Petitioner discussed the color perception
requirement.  The Petitioner asserted that he had worked as a fireman previously
without incident and that the color perception requirement was unnecessary.  The
Captain explained to the Petitioner that it was a state, not a City, requirement

     18.  The Captain provided the Petitioner with a telephone number for the
Fire Marshal's office and stated that if he could become certified, the City
would be willing to hire him.  The Captain also volunteered to contact the Fire
Marshal's office as well.

     19.  The next day, the Captain contacted the Fire Marshal's office and
relayed the Petitioner's abnormal test result to a representative of the office.
The Captain was informed that in accordance with N.F.P.A. standards, normal
color vision was still required for certification and that the Respondent did
not appear to meet the requirement.  The Captain immediately forwarded the
information to the Petitioner.

     20.  In July 1989, the City hired another man identified on the eligibility
list.

     21.  In November of 1989, the eligibility list upon which the Petitioner
was listed expired and he was no longer eligible for employment.  In order to
retain eligibility, the Petitioner would have needed to retake the written and
agility tests.  He did not.

     22.  Although the Petitioner eventually contacted the Fire Marshal's office
and obtained additional information about certification, he made no further
serious attempt to pursue the matter until approximately May of 1990.

     23.  On May 18, 1990, the Petitioner met with the City's newly appointed
Fire Chief and discussed his previous experience with the City's firefighter
employment procedure.  The Petitioner opined that his acknowledged color
blindness should not bar his employment as a firefighter with the City.

     24.  The Fire Chief informed the Petitioner that he could only be hired if
he became certified by the Fire Marshal.  The Fire Chief also informed the
Petitioner that he was no longer on the list of persons eligible for new hire.

     25.  Although a follow-up meeting between the Chief and the Petitioner was
scheduled, the Chief subsequently cancelled the meeting.



     26.  At various times in 1991, the Petitioner discussed the issue with the
City's human resource director ("HRD") at a health club where both exercised.
She encouraged him to continue attempting to become certified and suggested that
he seek City employment in a position which did not require Fire Marshal
certification.

     27.  Attempting to be of some assistance to the Petitioner, the City's HRD,
on April 29, 1992, forwarded the Petitioner's 1989 medical examination report to
the Fire Marshal's office for review.  The copy of the report was not entirely
legible.

     28.  By letter to the HRD dated May 8, 1992, Lou Puka (Field Representative
Supervisor for the Fire Marshal's Bureau of Fire Standards and Training)
requested that a more recent and legible examination report be supplied.

     29.  Pursuant to the Fire Marshal's request, the City obtained two
ophthalmic medical examinations of the Petitioner.

     30.  One examination was performed by the City's physician, Dr. Edmond
Weidner, whose written report states that the Petitioner "[f]ailed the pseudo-
isochronic color plates for red/green differentiation" and specifically notes
that the failure is "[c]ause for rejection under rule 2-2.7.2 of the firefighter
professional qualifications."

     31.  The second examination was performed by Dr. William D. Gaskins, the
Petitioner's personal choice for the exam.  Dr. Gaskins noted in his report that
the Petitioner failed the "Ishahara Color Plate screening" and further noted
that the Petitioner suffered from "deuteranopia" or "green blindess--color
blindness in which there is a defect in the perception of green."

     32.  On May 28, 1991, the City's HRD sent the two new evaluations to Mr.
Puka.  Based upon his review of the reports, he responded to the HRD by letter
of June 3, 1991, stating in part as follows:

          Mr. Jeff Bronsdon's application for
          certification as a firefighter would be denied
          because he failed to meet the duly-adopted
          medical standards for color vision contained
          in Section 2-2.7.2, N.F.P.A. 1001, (1981).
          The examinations indicate a defect in the perception
          of green.

     33.  The Fire Marshal's letter concluded by stating that the Petitioner had
a right to request an administrative hearing challenging the supposed
determination.  At that time, the Petitioner had not applied to take the minimum
standards training course conducted at the State Fire College in Ocala and
accordingly had not been denied certification.

     34.  The City HRD forwarded a copy of the Fire Marshal's letter to the
Petitioner.

     35.  At the hearing, a representative of the State Fire Marshal testified
that, because the Petitioner had not applied for certification as a firefighter
and had not been denied, the letter was only an opinion, and the Petitioner
would not have been entitled to a hearing.  In any event, the Petitioner did not
request a hearing at that time.



     36.  In July of 1991, the Petitioner sent a letter to the State
Commissioner of Insurance, setting forth his position in the matter regarding
certification and expressing his extreme displeasure with the situation.

     37.  Apparently based on the letter, the Petitioner was contacted by an
attorney for the Commissioner to discuss the matter and a series of telephone
conversations ensued.

     38.  During several conversations about the requirements and the
Petitioner's assertion that the requirements were unnecessary, representatives
of the Fire Marshal explained to the Petitioner that the color perception
requirements are related to the use of color coding which identifies explosive
or hazardous materials which may be present in fire situations.

     39.  After a number of telephone conversations, it was apparently suggested
to him that if he could successfully pass a test in which a red dot and a green
dot were displayed against a white background, the Fire Marshal would not deny
the certification because of his color perception deficiency.

     40.  The Petitioner scheduled an appointment for testing with Mary Lou
Kircher, a vision specialist who also frequented the health club at which they
both exercised.

     41.  There is no evidence of the nature of the color perception test Dr.
Kircher administered, however, by her letter of August 22, 1991, she wrote that
the Petitioner was able to determine green from red and red from green with 100
percent accuracy.

     42.  The Petitioner also scheduled another appointment with Dr. Gaskins and
requested that he perform the "red dot/green dot" test.  Dr. Gaskins utilized a
red object and a green object, but did not display the items before a white
background.

     43.  After the test, Dr. Gaskins provided a letter which states that the
Petitioner "has a red/green color deficiency on Ishahara Color Plate screening
and Deuteranopia on Farnsworth D-15 panel testing.  At the patient's request, I
asked the patient to identify the color of 12 red or green areas on a white
background, and he was able to identify 12 of the 12 correctly."

     44.  Contrary to the letter, the evidence establishes that the objects were
not displayed before a white background.

     45.  The Petitioner submitted the two letters to the Fire Marshal's office
which (after a further exchange of correspondence and telephone calls)
eventually resulted in the Fire Marshal issuing a letter dated September 18,
1991, stating that the Petitioner's color perception would not be a
disqualifying factor for certification as a firefighter.

     46.  The Petitioner took the Fire Marshal's letter of September 18 to the
City's HRD.

     47.  After receiving the September 18 letter, the HRD placed the Petitioner
back on, and at the top of, the firefighter applicant elibility list.  Although
her actions were contrary to City policy, the HRD did so in an attempt to
resolve the long-standing matter.



     48.  By April of 1992, no firefighter vacancies had opened in the Fire
Department.  On April 3, 1992, the City offered the Petitioner a position as a
City firefighter in a position which was specifically created for him.

     49.  The Petitioner accepted the position offered effective April 20, 1992
at an annual salary of $20,871.

     50.  At the time the Petitioner was employed, he was awarded seniority
retroactive to September of 1991, the time at which the City received the letter
related to the Fire Marshal's determination that the Petitioner's color
perception deficiency would not be used to disqualify him from certification.

     51.  On April 23, 1992, the Petitioner made his first application for
admission to the State Fire College and certification as a firefighter.

     52.  He began minimum standards training on May 11, 1992 and completed the
training on July 3, 1992 at which time he received his firefighter's
certification.

     53.  The Petitioner continues to be employed by the City as a certified
firefighter.

     54.  Prior to the application filed April 23, 1992, the Petitioner had not
applied for admission to the minimum standards training course offered at the
State Fire College and had not been denied certification as a firefighter.

     55.  The Division of State Fire Marshal is responsible for training and
certification of firefighters, and is solely responsible for determining whether
an applicant is eligible for certification.  The City is not permitted to have
non-certified and non-certifiable firefighters in its employ.

     56.  Although the Petitioner asserts that the color perception requirement
is unreasonable, the Petitioner has not challenged the Fire Marshal's rules,
which adopt and rely upon the N.F.P.A. medical standards.  There is no credible
evidence whatsoever to support his assertion that the rules or the requirements
specifically related to color perception are unreasonable.

     57.  During the course of events, the Petitioner was examined by a total of
five medical personnel, the first three of whom determined that the Petitioner's
color perception was deficient.  None of the physicians were called to testify.

     58.  At the hearing, the Petitioner admitted that he is unable to
"differentiate some shades of red and some shades of brown or green or blues."

     59.  Given the conflicting opinions expressed in the exam reports, and
absent any persuasive evidence on this point, it is currently no more likely
that the Petitioner can distinguish red from green as it is that he can not.

     60.  The Petitioner seeks an award of back pay from the date upon which
employment was initially denied.  An award of back pay is not supported by the
evidence in this case.

     61.  Between July 22, 1989, and April 20, 1992, the Petitioner was employed
as an auto mechanic.  The Petitioner earned $28,265 as an auto mechanic in 1990,
and earned $29,389 in 1991.  In the months of 1992 prior to becoming employed as
a firefighter, he earned $10,883.  He took a reduction in salary at the time he
became employed as a firefighter.



     62.  The Petitioner seeks an award of secondary wages.  Secondary wages are
those the Petitioner asserts that he could have earned during his off-duty hours
had he been employed as a firefighter from the time of his initial rejection by
the City.

     63.  The Petitioner asserted that the denial of City employment had cost
him a secondary income in the range of $12,000 to $20,000 annually.  The
Petitioner claimed that during the approximately seven months between becoming
employed as a firefighter and the hearing date, he earned approximately $3500-
$4000.  Neither the potential for secondary income nor the actual secondary
earnings claimed are supported by credible evidence.

     64.  The Petitioner claimed he had been employed irregularly as a part time
stock clerk at Publix.  The Petitioner produced no wage records or other
documentation of his employment at Publix.  The evidence fails to establish that
the wages from such employment merits serious consideration as secondary income.

     65.  The Petitioner stated that he performed yard work for his landlady.
He initially stated that the landlady had deducted the yard work from his rent.
He subsequently stated that the amount of compensation had not been determined
but stated that would be agreed upon, that he believed it would be about $850,
and she would then give him a receipt for tax purposes.

     66.  The Petitioner also claimed that he performed minor home cleaning and
automotive work for a man who apparently resides in Florida on a seasonal basis.
The Petitioner asserted that as his compensation for the work, the man gave the
automobile to the Petitioner.

     67.  The Petitioner stated that he has done minor auto work for some
coworkers for a total of $90.

     68.  Although the City requires an employee to gain approval before working
additional jobs, the Petitioner has not filed such a request and has not
received authorization from the City to engage in such outside income producing
activities.

     69.  The Petitioner's testimony related to secondary wages was not
supported by any documentation and is neither persuasive nor credible.  Although
clearly the Petitioner would have time to earn secondary income while employed
as a firefighter, the evidence does not establish that the Petitioner could have
done so.

     70.  There is no evidence that the failure of the City to employ the
Petitioner was based on any factor other that his ineligibility for state
certification based upon his color perception deficiency as indicated by the
medical information obtained from examination reports from the Petitioner.

     71.  The Petitioner seeks an award of attorney fees and costs.  The
evidence fails to establish that such an award is appropriate.

                        CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

     72.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has jurisdiction over the
parties to and subject matter of this proceeding.  Section 120.57(1), Florida
Statutes.



     73.  The shifting burdens in a case under the Florida Human Rights Act of
1977 were explicated in National Industries, Inc. v. Commission on Human
Relations, 527 So.2d 894 (Fla. 5th DCA 1988).  In that case, the court discussed
McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 93 S.Ct. 1817, 36 L.Ed.2d 668
(1973), and stated:

          ...the plaintiff has the initial burden of
          proving by the preponderance of the evidence a
          prima facie case of discrimination.  If the
          plaintiff succeeds in proving that prima facie
          case, the burden shifts to the defendant "to
          articulate some legitimate, nondiscriminatory
          reason for the employee's rejection." Id. at
          802, 93 S.Ct. at 1824.  Should the employer
          carry this burden, the burden then shifts back
          to the Petitioner to show by a preponderance
          of the evidence that the reasons offered by
          the employer were not its true reasons, but
          were a pretext for discrimination.

     74.  In order to establish a prima facie case of handicap discrimination,
the Petitioner must show (1) that he is handicapped, (2) that he is able to
perform the assigned duties satisfactorily and is otherwise qualified for the
position, and (3) that he was not hired under circumstances which give rise to
an inference that the employment decision was based solely on the handicap.
Brand v. Florida Power Corporation, 14 FALR 3447 (FCHR 1992); Cabany v.
Hollywood Memorial Hospital, 12 FALR 2020 (FCHR 1990); Green v. Mark III
Industries, 12 FALR, 1888 (FCHR, 1990).

     75.  The term "handicap" is not defined by the Act.  However, generally
"handicap" connotes a condition that prevents normal functioning in some way; a
person with a handicap does not enjoy in some measure, the full and normal use
of his sensory, mental or physical faculties.   Green v. Mark III Industries, 12
FALR, 1888 (FCHR, 1990).  For purposes of this case, the Petitioner is
handicapped.

     76.  Section 760.10, Florida Statutes, provides as follows:

          (1)  It is an unlawful employment practice for
          an employer:
          (a) To fail or refuse to hire any individual,
          or to otherwise discriminate against any
          individual with respect to compensation,
          terms, conditions, or privileges of
          employment, because of such individual's race,
          color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
          handicap, or marital status.
                              * * *
          (5)  Whenever, in order to engage in a
          profession, occupation, or trade, it is
          required that a person receive a license,
          certification, or other credential...it is an
          unlawful employment practice for any person
          to discriminate against any other person



          seeking such license, certification, or other
          credential because of such person's race,
          color, religion, sex, national origin, age,
          handicap, or marital status.
                              * * *
          (8)  Notwithstanding any other provision of
          this section, it is not an unlawful employment
          practice under ss.760.01-760.10 for an
          employer...to
          (a)  Take or fail to take any action on the
          basis of religion, sex, national origin, age,
          handicap, or marital status in those certain
          instances in which religion, sex, national
          origin, age, absence of a particular handicap,
          or marital status is a bona fide occupational
          qualification reasonably necessary for the
          performance of the particular employment to
          which such action or inaction is related.

     77.  Section 633.35(2), Florida Statutes provides that:

          The division [of State Fire Marshal] shall
          issue a certification of compliance to any
          person satisfactorily complying with the
          training program established in subsection (1)
          and the qualifications for employment in s.
          633.34.  No person may be employed as a
          regular or permanent firefighter by the
          employing agency for a period of time in
          excess of 1 year from the date of initial
          employment until he has obtained such
          certificate of compliance.

     78.  Section 633.34, Florida Statutes provides:

          Any person initially employed as a firefighter
          must:
          (5) Be in good physical condition as
          determined by a medical examination as
          prescribed by the division.  Such examination
          may include, but need not be limited to,
          provisions of the National Fire Protection
          Association Pamphlet 1001.

     79.  Rule 4A-37.037, Florida Administrative Code, adopts standards for the
medical examination required by Section 633.34 and provides as follows:

          4A-37.037 Pre-employment Medical Examination
          (1)  Establishment of good physical condition
          of the applicant by a medical examination is
          a pre-employment requirement which must be met
          prior to initial employment as a firefighter
          in compliance with Section 633.34(5), Florida
          Statutes.
          (2)  Prior to initial employment as a
          firefighter, the applicant shall be given a
          thorough medical examination by a physician or



          surgeon licensed to practice in the State of
          Florida...
          (3)  Such examinations shall be conducted for
          the purpose of detecting or determining the
          presence of deficiencies or abnormalities
          which would reasonably be expected to limit
          the abilities of the applicant to
          satisfactorily and safely perform all the
          duties associated with firefighting and or
          predispose the applicant to injury or
          disability.
          (4)  It is emphasized that the medical
          requirements establish a minimum standard
          for compliance.  The medical test is the
          examination by the physician which searches
          for systemic, organic, or skeletal
          deficiencies that would be disqualifying or
          limiting.  The medical standards prescribed by
          the Division are those published by the
          National Fire Protection Association in its
          pamphlet NFPA No. 1001, "Firefighter
          Professional Qualifications", 1981 edition,
          Section 2-2, "Medical Requirements for Fire
          Department Candidates," pages 1001-8 through
          1001- 35, inclusive, which is hereby
          incorporated in this rule and made a part of
          the rule by reference.  A copy of this
          publication may be obtained by writing the
          association, whose address is:  National Fire
          Protection Association, Inc., Batterymarch
          Park, Quincy, Massachusetts 02269.  Any
          applicant not satisfying the minimum
          requirements prescribed by the Division for
          the medical examination shall not be qualified
          for employment...

     80.  Section 2-2.7.2(a) of N.F.P.A. 1001, (1981) provides that an
applicant's failure to visually identify red, or green, or both is cause for
denial of an application for firefighter certification.

     81.  The Petitioner has raised no challenge to any of the aforementioned
rules or standards, but instead asserts that the requirements as applied in his
case were discriminatory.

     82.  As to the allegations of discrimination by the City of Naples, the
Petitioner asserts that the City of Naples committed an unlawful employment
practice on July 20, 1989 when it refused to employ the Petitioner based upon
his impaired color perception.

     83.  The Petitioner has failed to establish that at the time of the alleged
discrimination he was able to perform the assigned duties satisfactorily and was
otherwise qualified for the position, therefore he has failed to establish a
prima facie case of handicap discrimination.  Based upon the first test result
and on the Petitioner's discussion of the deficit on July 20, 1989 with the
City's Fire Training Captain, there existed clear evidence of a color perception
deficit which would have prevented the Petitioner from being certified as a
firefighter by the Bureau of Fire Standards and Training.



     84.  Because the Petitioner was not eligible for certification, he was not
"otherwise qualified" for the position.  The second and third tests, performed
almost two years later, confirmed the results of the first.  There is no
evidence that these three physical examinations performed on the Petitioner were
performed in any manner contrary to adopted standards.

     85.  After receiving directions on how the test should be administered, the
Petitioner underwent two more exams.  The evidence establishes that Dr. Gaskins
did not administer the repeat examination according to the procedure by which
the Petitioner was instructed.  The evidence fails to establish what type of
test was administered by Dr. Kircher.  However, these examinations resulted in
the Petitioner obtaining letters which indicated that he could distinguish red
from green.  Based on the letters, the Fire Marshal's office rendered a letter
dated September 18, 1991, stating that color perception deficit would no longer
serve to bar the Petitioner's certification.  At that time, the Petitioner was
placed at the top of the firefighter elibility list.  When no vacancies became
available, the City created a position for the Petitioner, and awarded
retroactive seniority to the September 18, 1991 letter.

     86.  Throughout the period, the Petitioner continued to insist to city and
to Fire Marshal representatives that his color blindness should not be a
consideration in the certification decision.  However he initiated no legal
challenge to the standard as adopted by rule, which is and continues to be valid
and presumed reasonable, absent any evidence to the contrary.

     87.  As to the Petitioner's assertion that the City unreasonably relied on
the Fire Marshal's rules in denying employment, the evidence establishes that
the rule was reasonably applied based on the available medical information from
examination and from the Petitioner.

     88.  At hearing, the Petitioner asserted that, because Respondent City did
not timely file an answer to the complaint of discrimination, all matters were
deemed admitted and the Respondent City should not be permitted to offer
testimony and evidence to the contrary.  In order to permit a recommendation to
be made on the merits of the case, the Hearing Office permitted the Respondent
City to present its defense.

     89.  As to the Division of State Fire Marshal, the Petitioner asserts that
the denial of firefighter certification based upon the Petitioner's color
perception deficit was discrimination based upon a handicap.  The evidence fails
to establish that the Fire Marshal ever denied such certification.

     90.  Responding to an inquiry received in May of 1991, and with three
medical examination reports indicating that the Petitioner could not distinguish
red and green, a letter from the Bureau of Fire Standards dated June 3, 1991
opined that the Petitioner's application would be denied based on the defect in
the perception of green.  However, at that time, the Petitioner had not yet
applied to take the minimum standards training course conducted at the State
Fire College or to become certified.

     91.  When application for training and certification were finally made in
April of 1992, the Petitioner's application for certification was approved after
completion of the course.

     92.  At hearing, the Petitioner specifically stated that no challenge was
being made to the rules of the State Fire Marshal.  Such rules incorporate the



provision stating that failure to distinguish red or green or both is cause to
deny certification.

     93.  At hearing there was uncontradicted testimony that the color
perception requirements are related at least in part to the use of color coding
which identifies explosive or hazardous materials which may be present in a fire
situation.

     94.  Without challenge by the Petitioner or evidence to the contrary, the
color perception requirement must be determined to be a bona fide occupational
qualification reasonably necessary for the performance of the particular
employment.

                          RECOMMENDATION

     Based on the foregoing, it is hereby RECOMMENDED that the Florida
Commission on Human Relations enter a Final Order dismissing the complaints
filed in this case.

     DONE and RECOMMENDED this 2nd day of April, 1993 in Tallahassee, Florida.

                              ___________________________________
                              WILLIAM F. QUATTLEBAUM
                              Hearing Officer
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              The DeSoto Building
                              1230 Apalachee Parkway
                              Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1550
                              (904) 488-9675

                              Filed with the Clerk of the
                              Division of Administrative Hearings
                              this 2nd day of April, 1993.

            APPENDIX TO RECOMMENDED ORDER, CASE NO. 92-3758

The following constitute rulings on proposed findings of facts submitted by the
parties.

Petitioner

The Petitioner's proposed findings of fact are accepted as modified and
incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

10.  Rejected as to decision being based "solely" on a check mark in a box.  The
testimony of the Captain was that he and the Petitioner discussed the matter
during which the Petitioner acknowledged a red/green visual deficiency.

13.  Rejected as to implication that no further conversation occurred between
the Captain and the Petitioner, not supported by greater weight of the evidence.

14.  Rejected, not supported by greater weight of the evidence, which
establishes that the Captain relayed the Petitioner's specific test result to
the Fire College representative.



15.  Rejected, not supported by credible and persuasive evidence.

16.  Rejected, immaterial.

17.  Rejected, not supported by credible and persuasive evidence.

20.  Rejected.  The question was "[i]f a check appears in the abnormal column
does that in and of itself mean that person is disqualified from certification"
to which the witness responded "no".  The proposed finding inappropriately
paraphrases the testimony.

23.  Rejected.  One of the examinations was performed by a doctor chosen by the
Petitioner.

25.  Rejected, immaterial.

26.  Rejected as to use of phrase "reversed his position".  The fourth and fifth
test results submitted to the Fire Marshal indicated that the Petitioner could
distinguish red from green, contrary to previous tests.

30.  Rejected, evidence fails to establish that the Petitioner is entitled to
such benefits.

Respondent City of Naples

Respondent City of Naples' proposed findings of fact are accepted as modified
and incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

14-15.  References to prior related discrimination complaints are rejected as
cumulative and unnecessary.

25-27.  Rejected, cumulative and unnecessary.

28.  Reference to human resource director being unaware of reevaluation activity
is irrelevant.

34.  Rejected.  Although the finding essentially states the nature of the
Petitioner's testimony related to secondary employment, the testimony is not
credited, therefore the statement is not supported by credible and persuasive
evidence.

Respondent Office of State Fire Marshal

Respondent Office of State Fire Marshal's proposed findings of fact are accepted
as modified and incorporated in the Recommended Order except as follows:

1-3.  Rejected, unnecessary.

COPIES FURNISHED:

Thomas Franchino, Esq.
LEHMAN, FRANCHINO & RAWSON, P.A.
700 Eleventh Street South
Suite 203
Naples, FL 33940



Peter J. Hurtgen, Esq.
Wayne D. Rutman, Esq.
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS
5300 Southeast Financial Center
200 South Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL 33131

Lisa S. Santucci, Esq.
Division of Legal Services
412 Larson Building
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0300

Margaret A. Jones, Clerk
Florida Commission on Human Relations
325 John Knox Road
Building F, Suite 240
Tallahassee, FL 32303-4113

                  NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions to this Recommended
Order.  All agencies allow each party at least ten days in which to submit
written exceptions.  Some agencies allow a larger period within which to submit
written exceptions.  You should contact the agency that will issue the Final
Order in this case concerning agency rules on the deadline for filing exceptions
to this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions to this Recommended Order should be
filed with the agency that will issue the Final Order in this case.
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